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“The heavens declare the glory of God; “The heavens declare the glory of God; 
the skies proclaim the work of God’s hands.” the skies proclaim the work of God’s hands.” 

~Psalm 19:1, NIV~Psalm 19:1, NIV
  
Since the beginning of time, humanity has looked to the skies. Whether for direction, Since the beginning of time, humanity has looked to the skies. Whether for direction, 
agricultural planning, or inspiration, the heavenly bodies—near and far—have promoted agricultural planning, or inspiration, the heavenly bodies—near and far—have promoted 
ingenuity and amazement in our world.ingenuity and amazement in our world.
  
King David was a sky-watcher, a stargazer. In his younger years as a shepherd tending his King David was a sky-watcher, a stargazer. In his younger years as a shepherd tending his 
sheep, he surely spent plenty of days under the radiance of the sun and nights with little sheep, he surely spent plenty of days under the radiance of the sun and nights with little 
more than the heavenly bodies to keep him company. Taking in the warmth by day and the more than the heavenly bodies to keep him company. Taking in the warmth by day and the 
vast masterpiece at night, David concluded that the sun and stars above were telling a story, vast masterpiece at night, David concluded that the sun and stars above were telling a story, 
playing a song about the awesomeness of God—a song that, he reasoned, warranted words playing a song about the awesomeness of God—a song that, he reasoned, warranted words 
being written and sung along with it.being written and sung along with it.
  
Psalm 19 is a wonderful hymn for the people of God in every age. It begins with observing Psalm 19 is a wonderful hymn for the people of God in every age. It begins with observing 
the lights in the sky by night and by day, declares the greatness of the Lord who made them the lights in the sky by night and by day, declares the greatness of the Lord who made them 
all, reflects upon the lifegiving nature of God’s word and promises, and concludes with a all, reflects upon the lifegiving nature of God’s word and promises, and concludes with a 
plea for protection from wrongdoing and a prayer.plea for protection from wrongdoing and a prayer.
  
As we consider the body of Christ in all the earth, many have witnessed the beauty of the As we consider the body of Christ in all the earth, many have witnessed the beauty of the 
skies and proclaimed how great God is for bringing them into being. Around the world, our skies and proclaimed how great God is for bringing them into being. Around the world, our 
sisters and brothers continue to be inspired by God’s power and goodness, and as a result, sisters and brothers continue to be inspired by God’s power and goodness, and as a result, 
work to share great love with those around them. Indeed, all of us are invited to catch the work to share great love with those around them. Indeed, all of us are invited to catch the 
tune of the heavens and to share fresh testimonies of God’s handiwork in the heavens, in tune of the heavens and to share fresh testimonies of God’s handiwork in the heavens, in 
our world, and in our very lives. It is together that we can tell (this and other) rich stories and our world, and in our very lives. It is together that we can tell (this and other) rich stories and 
sing melodious songs about the God who created all things and continues to sustain them sing melodious songs about the God who created all things and continues to sustain them 
through all seasons and struggles.through all seasons and struggles.
  
In a time when each of us greatly benefits from hearing statements of hope and promise, In a time when each of us greatly benefits from hearing statements of hope and promise, 
what words of Psalm 19 resonate with you or would encourage those around you? As you what words of Psalm 19 resonate with you or would encourage those around you? As you 
look to the heavens, what fresh (or refreshed) words of worship do you feel led to sing to look to the heavens, what fresh (or refreshed) words of worship do you feel led to sing to 
God in this season?God in this season?
  
No matter where we are located, as we look to the skies, may we with one voice declare the No matter where we are located, as we look to the skies, may we with one voice declare the 
glory of God, singing new words to the song of the universe.glory of God, singing new words to the song of the universe.


